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What does
“redefining cable”
mean to us?

The goal of this project was to reimagine what a cable company could be.
We spent half of our time each day on this project with the other half being
spent on department work.

In order to redefine the cable
experience, we utilized a research

We examined what pain points exist in the current cable and Internet

first approach to ensure that all of

experience, and utilized a research first approach to examine how to fix

our assumptions and solutions are

them.

valid.

Arriving at the Problem Space
Before we could define what problem to solve for, we first had to gain
a better understanding of the cable industry.

Survey data

We surveyed 200+ cable or internet customers from all across the United States.

The biggest pain point we found

We centered questions around customer perceptions, hypothetical package

was that the products and

models, installation experiences and consumption habits.

services provided weren’t seen as
a good value.

One of the key questions we asked participants was to describe the cable industry
in three words.

Survey data

Our survey focused on three types of service providers, Internet, Cable and
Mobile.

The largest pain points for users
surround the price, speed of

Internet companies were seen as the least favorable out of the three, with price,

service and coverage.

speed of service and coverage being the most dominant reasons why.

“

Our internet speeds are very slow
compared to the rest of the USA.

”

“

“

Live outside of town, don’t
get real good internet.

”

While cable coverage is great, there is limited internet
packages in our area. I called… I was informed that I
have the highest internet speed available in my area.
With two kids always on phones, Netflix and video
games our internet wifi gets bogged down.

”

Analyzing Problems in the Cable Industry
In order to redefine cable, we first had to learn what the underlying
problems affecting users were.

Customer focused
approach

Our findings revealed that Spectrum is not as customer focused as it should be.

Customer focused companies keep

made those companies customer focused.

We looked at companies with good customer perception and what characteristics

consumer needs at the forefront of
everything they do.

Some characteristics of customer focused companies:
•

Collaboration between Research and Data Teams so everyone in the
company better understands the customer experience.

•

Spot and remove potential pain points that could potentially cause issues in
the future.

•

Embed customer thinking at every level.

Companies with
good customer
focus
Trader Joe’s, Southwest Airlines
and Amazon are all great
examples of customer focused

• Highest customer satisfaction
of any grocery store in

• Famous for friendly service
and big personality.

America.

• Does not sell things to
customers, but helps them
make purchase decisions.

• Do not charge for checked
• Focused on Cleanliness,
courtesy and atmosphere.

thinking.

bags or flight changes -

• Focuses on personalized

making them the industry

experience that recommends

leading in flexibility.

relevant products.

• Unique limited assortment of
products anticipates customer
needs.

• Only major US airline not to

• Amazon has very high

declare bankruptcy since

customer loyalty as a result,

1990.

with 85% of prime members
visiting at least once a week.

Company vision

We weren’t able to find a clear unified vision, so we decided to build our project
using a customer-focused approach.

Spectrum is lacking a unified
company vision that puts all

A unified vision can help counteract negative perceptions if it centers around

customer needs first.

solving problems all customers face.
The guiding principle behind this project was Empower, Connect, Entertain.

Target market
Our problem space focuses

Who we are targeting:
• Customers in rural areas.

primarily on expansion, not
replacing existing infrastructure.

• Customers in areas that do not meet our commitment to 1 Gbps service.
• New developments.
Who we are not targeting:
• Customers who currently have Spectrum service at 1 Gbps.
• Areas with a strong cable competitor presence.

Problem Statement

Spectrum lacks a unified and customer focused vision which leads to negative
company perception. In addition, Spectrum’s products and services often lack good
customer experience, specifically among underserved markets.

Arriving at the Solution
With a defined problem statement in mind, we brainstormed
innovative solutions to reimagine the cable experience.

Jenny
Freelance Designer, 29 years old
$45K household income
Greenfield, CA

“I

want to to develop my career further, but I am living with

my parents at the moment to help them settle into
retirement. ”
Needs
•

Strong and reliable internet connections

Opportunities
•

to maintain her digital business.
•
•

Speeds faster than 18 Mbps.
Ability to maintain her long distance
friendships.

Expand coverage into neighborhoods
just beyond Spectrum’s footprint.

•

Provide Spectrum services to
consumers who lack choices in their
internet provider.

Brainstorming
solution spaces

We used cart sorting and affinity mapping exercises to brainstorm solutions to our

Through brainstorming and sorting

The core of our solutions centered around Empower, Connect and Entertain.

problem statement.

activities, our team identified
solution spaces to help Spectrum

Some of our initial solutions included crowd sourced cable models, to-go hotspots,

address customer focus and

and a Spectrum stick

underserved markets.

Narrowing down
the solution

We researched upcoming technologies within the cable industry and found that

Research around cable

As we explored the idea of 5G further, we found that 5G could address the issue of

technology spaces revealed that

underserved markets.

many companies were experimenting with 5G networks.

5G could address the problems
of underserved markets. had the
potential to address.

SME conversations revealed that 5G as a solution had potential:

“

Underserved homes could be reached with 5G
and we may be able to reach rural homes better
and low interference areas that have low home
density

“

”

Voice and phone merged together, and
now TV and internet are merging together,
and so is internet and voice. One day,
everything will become internet.

”

“

“

5G can be means to extend our edge of
network and areas of our network interior,
such as an alternative to taking fiber to a
home

”

5G mobile services can be deployed quickly and
immediately because you don’t need to dig up
lines.

”

Connecting Underserved Customers
Through 5G
5G is not just the next evolution of cellular networks, but a unique
opportunity for the future of home broadband.

The Solution

5G will redefine Spectrum’s company vision to be more customer focused by allowing
us to expand our coverage to underserved markets by providing in home broadband
using Fixed Wireless Access.

What is 5G?

5G is the next generation of telecommunications technology, with more bandwidth
and power than 4G LTE.

5G the imminent next stage of
mobile technology. 5G offers

5G is deployed over a wide area, like a mobile network. However, 5G’s bandwidth

greater capability than existing

capabilities allow it to function as broadband provider as well.

4G networks.

Spectrum’s infrastructure

Local node transmitter

Window receiver

Individual devices

Price

Across all of our survey data, price was unanimously seen as the biggest issues
for our customers.

5G is significantly cheaper than
traditional delivery methods.

Implementing 5G nodes within our infrastructure is much more cost efficient than

Spectrum could use these

Fiber to the Home or copper cables.

savings to pass on to the end
user, while maintaining our profit
margins.

7X

4.5X

Cheaper than

Cheaper than

Deployment cost

Fiber to the Home

Copper cable

per Subscriber

(Per house)

(Per house)

$250

Reduced reliance on
technicians

5G—as a last 200m wireless solution—requires less maintenance and technician

5G reduces the need for

Less front end installation and maintenance leads to lower costs and better

installation and maintenance

customer experience.

technicians thus lowering costs
and promoting a seamless and
satisfactory customer experience.

visits within the customer’s home.

“

The inherent problem in cable is you have to
schedule a job with a person who doesn't really
want you to come to their house, and you have to
do work of an indeterminate length of time.
The more you can take that out of the business,
the higher customer satisfaction becomes.

”

Tom Rutledge

Coverage
5G will enable us to expand our
coverage to target fringe areas
within our footprint.

Rural areas and farms

Multi-dwelling units

Highways, tunnels,
parks, etc.

New real estate
development

New infrastructure
cost analysis

In Greenfield, CA, there’s a 40 mile stretch of lines that passes 3,533 houses, 182
of which are Spectrum subscribers. The only competitor in the area is AT&T, which
offers speeds of up to 18 Mbps.

5G is much more cost effective
to deploy than coax and fiber in
new markets, specifically in the
context of homes passed.

Fiber

5G

Number of units

3351 FTTH

168 local nodes

Last mile cost per unit

$2500*

$25,000

Total

$8,377,500**

$4,200,000**

*Includes fiber, conduit, cable splicing, and vaults
**These costs do not factor in associated technician costs

Spectrum’s 1 Gbps
commitment

With a average running speed of 1 Gbps, 5G networks allow Spectrum to uphold

5G’s average speeds make 5G a

5G’s wide area capabilities make it the best 1 Gbps option for underserved areas

good fit within Spectrum’s

and new markets.

its commitment to 1 Gigabit speeds across its services.

portfolio of 1 Gbps service,
especially for underserved areas
and new markets.

Average Data Bandwidth

Coax

900 Mbps

(Spectrum)

FTTH
5G

1 Gbps

1 Gbps

Data Bandwidth
Capabilities

High download speeds and a large bandwidth allow 5G networks to host normally

5G’s speed and bandwidth capabilities

5G allows underserved and rural customers—like Jenny and her parents—to do

incorporate normally data hungry

things with broadband that they could never do before.

data hungry applications such as Netflix and online gaming with ease.

applications such as streaming and
online gaming with ease.

Data Usage by Scenario
5G

1 Gbps

AR/VR
Netflix (UHD)

100 Mbps
12 Mbps

Online Gaming

3 Mbps

Sports (UHD)

3 Mbps

The Future of 5G
5G is not only an opportunity to revolutionize our technology and
product but also to revolutionize our mindset and how we think as a
cable company.

Limitations of 5G

5G works best when there is a clear line of sight between the local node
transmitter and the receiver.

As a new technology, 5G has
some limitations that it has to

5G is not expected to fully deploy until 2020.

overcome, but still proves to be
the best option for fringe areas.

However, technology such as Beamforming are constantly being improved in order
to address the limitations of 5G.

Our competitors

Verizon is currently Spectrum Mobile’s MVNO, however, this is different than pointto-point broadband.

Verizon and AT&T are ahead in
terms of 5G development and

Verizon is launching commercially in Sacramento with plans to launch in Los

will soon have the capability to

Angeles and four other cities by the end of 2018.

expand into Spectrum territory.
AT&T are conducting advanced field trials with aims at a commercial
footprint in 23 markets by the end of 2018.

The demand for 5G

Several emerging technologies will place a heavy demand on mobile and
broadband networks only 5G has the capability to support:

Spectrum’s speeds currently
match most levels of data usage.
However, data traffic is expected
to increase by a factor of 1,000 in
the next decade.

Internet of Things

Smart Cities

Autonomous Vehicles

AR/VR

Future directions
We have only scratched the

5G also allows us to explore new avenues, such as:
•

Cord cutters

•

Proactive vs reactive customer approach

•

Sell to the customer, not the address

surface on 5G and it’s potential to
revolutionize not only how
Spectrum thinks, but the world as
well.

Conclusion

Key Takeaways

Problem

5G

Solution

Spectrum lacks a unified and customer

5G is the cheaper alternative to Coax and

5G will redefine Spectrum’s company vision

focused vision which leads to negative

Fiber when installing new infrastructure. This

to be more customer focused by allowing us

company perception. In addition, Spectrum’s

technology will align with Spectrum’s current

to expand our coverage to underserved

products and services often lack good

product line, while lowering costs and

markets by providing in home broadband

customer experience, specifically among

reducing reliance on technicians.

using Fixed Wireless Access.

underserved markets.

Thank You
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